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NOTE 1: OPis are denoted in BOLD TYPE.
The meeting was called to order at 0900 hrs by the Chairman, LCol Grimshaw.
Opening Remarks.

2

3

a.

The Chairman welcomed everyone to the REC meeting and mentioned
that neither the COR nor MGen Day would participate in the meeting; and

b.

Chairman: Noted the amount of ground to cover based on recent initiatives
as we approach the 100th• All recent initiatives will be covered under new
business.

Review of Minutes (Ref A).
a.

Para 9 - Nijmegen - 1 CMBG has directed that each Patricia bn will
provide a team, however, the Comd indicated that he would like to see
more representation than just infantry/Patricias. It was noted that 3 Cdn
Div will sp a team from the LER. The issue of any ERE participation was
left open based on work up trg;

b.

Para 12 - Archives: The RM reiterated the agreement, in principle for the
Regiment to provide funding for an Archivist in 2014;

c.

Para 7 - The Mt Buller climb, 100 preliminary event. The date is no
longer flexible and will remain as 6 Aug 2014. (CO 3 PPCLI);

d.

Para 12(c)-Museum Improvement Project (MIP). All approved
modifications have been implemented and are developing quite nicely.
The remainder will be covered in the Museum update;

e.

Para 12(d) - Museum manning issues after the closure of ASU Calgary are
progressing well with 2 PPCLI. ASU UIC will expire in Apr 2014;

f.

Para 19 RADD - will be scheduled for Nov 2014 with 1 PPCLI as the
proposed host;

g.

Other Business - Creation of CANSOFCOM Operator trade, RHQ has
issued gratuities to members leaving the Regiment to include a letter from
the COR. MWO Sapera noted that this will continue as more pers
graduate from SOAC (RM); and

h.

Para 15 Memorial Issues - Memorial issues for Pte Street to be covered
in this meeting as it was postponed from the last meeting.

th

Reports.
a.

Regimental Calendar.
The Chair noted the fol dates to be added to the calendar for 2014:
(1)

8 Feb - Laval Liberty Visit (3 PPCLI);
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b.

(2)

9 Feb - Imjim Hockey Classic (NCR ERE);

(3)

17 Mar- Soldier for a Day Event (Edm Garrison);

(4)

26 May- 6 Jun - FC Confirmatory Reece (2 PPCLI);

(5)

17-21 Nov -RADD (1 PPCLI);

(6)

7-11 May 2015 - C-in-C travel for FC; and

(7)

25 Apr 2015 - Presentation of new Colours to the 2 PPCLI (TBC).

C-in-C Visits.
(1)

(2)
C.

4

Six visits scheduled for 2014. C-in-C will be in Edm for
, HHC/FOC Parade in May;
Confirmed her dates for FC and colours presentation in Shilo.

French Grey Ball 2013.
(1)

RM: Reported that the French Grey Ball (FOB) sold out and made
a profit this year. Edmonton Salutes sponsored 2 tables for
soldiers and wives to attend which facilitated a modest profit of
$1,145.00. There is no FOB scheduled for 2014; and

(2)

Chairman: Discussion on possible venue change to allow for
possible expansion. This would hinge on the intent of FOB
whether it is to be a shared Mixed Dining-In with the Edmonton
business community as a fundraising activity. The future of the
FOB should be a discussion for the REC in late 2014.

Financial Review.
a.

Regimental Fund Review
(1)

RM reviewed funding sources, guidance and documentation. TD
is covered through PF. A recent CANFORGEN allowed for PF to
cover COR travel. The Chairman indicated that PF provided by 1
CMBG are managed by 1 PPCLI but, offered to others to cover
Regimental business expenses;

(2)

NPF - DHH grants for Museum. Unencumbered funds are
collected through interest on the DHH grants and can only be spent
on Museum projects;

(3)

Regimental Funds - Funds generated through donations and spent
to meet our charitable objectives;

(4)

Policies and guidance reviewed;

(5)

Budget development reviewed;

(6)

AO: Concerned about minutes reflect budget approvals to ensure
transparency through the accountant to CRA;
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b.

(7)

RM procurement policies reviewed;

(8)

Structure of Regimental Fund and delineation or financial
responsibilities between the RM and AO PD reviewed.

Current Budget SITREP

(I)

AO - General Fund Sheet. The fund has come a long way thanks
to recommendations and decisions made by previous RMs and
progress of the kit shop;

(2)

RM: $12K to $180K demonstrates excellent growth. Showed
break down of other budgeted lines of the balance sheet. (Slide).
Long Term Investments are still growing at $380K. Capital
Assessments $1,420,812;

(3)

Chairman: Pointed out to REC that the long term investments are
not planned on being used but they are available if the REC needs
them. However, it would require a collective decision to do so;

(4)

RM: Presented the General Fund balance sheet. Assets and
Liabilities $2,741,438.00;

(5)

RM: General Fund Income Statement. Q3 column pointed out.
$129K. On target for achieving $174K projected. Other revenues
such as the Patrician are difficult to succinctly portray as they
extend over 2 fiscal years. Revenue $185,995 at end of September
with $217,750 expected to exceed the budget. Charitable
expenditures: C-in-C's travel expenses were reduced based on
cancellations. Soldier's Manual paid in Q3 at a 50% saving.
Management and administration are inline for numbers with any
overages expected. Total expenditures $205,800;

(6)

Chairman sought confirmation on AO expenditure of $71,500 in
Q 1 that was agreed to at previous REC;

(7)

CO 3 PPCLI acknowledged savings based on C-in-C travel and
retirement funds not being used. AO discussed formula for
charitable expenditures and CRA guidelines;

(8)

AO: Spoke to charitable regulations of CRA & percentages needed
to be expended each tax year. Possible $80K surplus;

(9)

CO 2 PPCLI: Queried about with the increase in revenue, and the
strategy to address the surplus IAW charitable goals;

(10)

Chairman: Discussion was held with Guard however, final
direction has not yet been issued by the Guard regarding long-term
objectives. He presented a number of options for the fund based
on objectives;
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c.

(11)

AO: Suggested to seek a ruling within the next three years from
the REC/Guard regarding possible projects for the surplus funds;

(12)

Chairman: Acknowledged, will await long-term plans from the
Guard. This led to a discussion over prope1iy procurement for a
Museum in Edmonton. To be left to New Business. Left the option
open for a feasibility study;

(13)

Foundation: Very interested in such a venture but, currently too
busy to participate;

(14)

Col Minor: Guard must look beyond 2014 and is open to ideas;

(15)

RM: Museum Income statement. Explained breakdown/allocation
of funds. AO indicated drop in monthly unencumbered funds due
to expenditure of DHH funds - less interest income on smaller
account balance;

(16)

AO: Presented Warehouse Balance Sheet. Total of $1,003,313 in
Liabilities and Equities;

(17)

AO: Warehouse Income Statement. Approaching $750K in sales
for 2013. Expressed that profits were in part due to TF Kitting,
Web sales, and 1 Fd Amb adopting our kit shop. Also, sending the
kit shop to the field has increased sales with no conflict with
CANEX;

(18)

AO: Reiterated the percentage agreement between the Bns on
Regimental PT strip;

(19)

CO2 PPCLI: Sought clarity on the policy as it applies to 2 PPCLI
pricing profit sharing on PT strip provided by the Regimental Kit
Shop;

(20)

AO: Made note that profit sharing only invo'!ves PT kit and not
field gear sold by the kit shop;

(21)

Chairman: Queries about fundraising based on Raffles or gift
certificates for the kit shop to outlying units. AO pointed out that it
would depend on provincial lottery rules;

(22)

AO: Presented the 100th Anniversary Statement. Spoke to $85K
in revenue followed by the consolidated income slide. Expenses to
date for Venues, Drum lines and $227K spent so far toward the
100th •

Proposed Budgets FY 2014 (Slide)
(1)

AO: Projected income for next year in voluntary contributions is
$174K;
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(2)

RM: Presented the General Fund Proposal for 2014. Presented
historical spending patterns. $196,750 projected in spending;

(3)

Discussion: On C-in-C travel coverage for HHC at $5K. Ideally,
this should be covered by the Foundation since it is their invitation;

(4)

Chairman: Motion to strike the C-in-C travel line for HHC from
the budget pending further consultation. Approved unanimously:

(5)

CO 3 PPCLI: Noted decrease in retirement dinner funding;

(6)

RM: Few retirees are utilizing the fund at the region level for
retirement dinners. Discussion on set amount of dinner funding.
Funding limit was announced in 2011. Chairman invited ERE
Reps to utilize this fund for retiring members;

(7)

AO: Line 15 proposal for video competition for the 100th for an
allocation of $40K JOT generate interest internally from the
ground up. Sought an agreement in principle;

(8)

Discussion: Is this in the interest of the soldiers doing such
research and how would this benefit those who participate? ERE
Reps would be at a disadvantage. How will this be filtered to
ensure it is fair? Could the same effect be generated by hiring a
contractor for such a video? Is there capacity in the Archives to sp
the project?

(9)

Chairman: It will require an agreement in principle for the $40K
allotment. The specific mechanisms of the competition need to be
refined and approved by the REC. It can be done secretarially;

(10)

Col Minor: Supported the idea but it must also include ERE as
well;

(11)

CO2 PPCLI: Queried about continuing of funding sp to Bn Drum
lines. AO stated that such a decision was never made. Chairman
suggested insertion of a line item to cover requests for equipment
and trg sp. CO 2 PPCLI suggested that the 2015 budget should be
looked at as to how the Regiment will provide long-term support to
the Drum lines (RM);

(12)

AO: Motion to approve General Fund Budget less line item 8
(CinC travel to HHC 2014). Seconded by CO2 PPCLI, PASSED
Unanimously (RM/AO/ Regimental Accountant);

(13)

RM: Presented 2014 Museum and Archives Budget of $72,500;

(14)

Association Rep: the Association should be able to contribute more
in 2015 top the Museum Budget;
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(15)

RSM 2 PPCLI: Motion to approve the Museum and Archives
Budget for 2014. Seconded by CWO Merry. PASSED
Unanimously (RM/ Regimental Accountant);

(16)

AO: Presented 2014 Warehouse Budget. He noted that by end of
2014 there will be profits going back into the General Fund and
that the Regiment should be prepared for surpluses in 2015;

(17)

AO: Motion from the floor that the REC accepts the proposed
Warehouse budget for 2014. Seconded by CO 3 PPCLI. PASSED
Unanimously (AO/ Regimental Accountant);

(18)

AO: 100th Anniversary Financing. Proposed $150K be
transferred to subsidize the Centennial Dinner to keep cost for
serving and retired members low. The amount for subsidy was
approved at a previous REC, this vote is to formalize the budget;

(19)

AO: Motion that $150K is transferred to subsidize the Centennial
Dinner. Seconded LCol Niven. PASSED Unanimously (AO/
Regimental Accountant);

(20)

AO: Proposed the expenditure of $20K to buy Skyhawk
parachutes and Flags for the 100th Commemoration and future
Regimental events;

(21)

Discussion on control of item and the life span of the complete
parachute with flags based on current chutes used by the
Skyhawks;

(22)

Motion: Spend $20K on procuring 2 x Square Canopy parachutes
(Camp Colour Pattern-no Bn numerals) and 2 large 100th flags.
PASSED Unanimously(AO/ Regimental Accountant/CWO
Merry);

(23)

Chairman: Should costs exceed $20K this issue may have to be
revisited.

5.

Foundation Update. RM presented the PPCLI Foundation Financial Update and
Partnerships with the goal of$1,407,079.

6.

Project Updates.
a. Museum.
1.

General - Museum improvements are moving along well thanks to
DHH funds. The Regiment has secured Mullin's and Mackenzie's
VC for a two year loan from the CWM, with potential for
extension. The Museum Operating Manual has been update and is
in draft form;
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11.

The Museum Improvement Project (MIP) is on track with
Chairman noting the developments in the Museum and Archives
since his last visit;

m . The Archives are transitioning to Access to Memory (A to M)
listing; a computer based cataloguing system to meet its mandate
of public accessibility. We've had a 90% increase in space for our
archives and contracted an Archivist. Archives and collections
have a minimal selection of artefacts from Cyprus to today. A
disproportionate percentage of officers have donated;
1v. Collections - DHH money paid for industry standard aii storage.
Other cabinet purchases are pending. RM advised the REC that
10-15% of collection has no relevance to the Regiment and a deaccession plan would be generated for approval by the Museum
Co1mnittee. This initiative will make space in collections for more
relevant pieces, reduce costs and generate funds for the museum.
A request has been submitted to DHH to update our holdings, to
include the current weapons suite. It was noted based on art
collection storage that a remedy is required to prevent possible
water damage to holdings (RM);
v. Donations- Spall Memorial Cross was purchased with funds from
donations from across the Regimental family. $10,681.45 was
raised with the purchase of the cross at $8,400;
v1. Manning - CO 2 PPCLI has been vetting applicants for Museum
staff and suggested that candidates can come from outside of 2
PPCLI, if necessary.

b.

Regimental Manual. The next update will be issued in Dec 2014.
Electronic copies will be available on www.ppcli.com.

C.

New Soldier's Manual. Completed in October, 2013. 3000 copies were
produced 50% under budget. This will be the basis for the Centennial
handbook. This booklet will be included as an initial gratuity for new
soldiers and cited in the Regimental Manual (RM).

d.

2013 Patrician. The forecasted expense is $25K. Based on current
finances it is expected that production the 2013 edition will break even or
make a profit.

e.

Voluntary Regimental Contributions Plan (VRCP). The Program needs to
be promoted across the serving component.

f.

PPCLI Web Portal. The RM provided an update on the Web Portal based
on advertising books and events. If any unit in the Regiment/Regimental
family wants to post on the portal, the RM is the POC.
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g.

Honours and Awards .
(1)

Memorials. Recent memorials this year in include:
(a)

Jon Snyder Memorial in Penticton;

(b)

CP Rail Memorials for Pte Dallaire and Cpl Starker;

(c)

Op HUSKY Markers;

(d)

Patricia Park; and

(e)

Matt Dawe Legion.

(2)

CO 3 PPCLI mentioned a possible donation to 3 PPCLI from
MCpl Robertson's mother;

(3)

Op Husky. 30 Markers were purchased for the fallen Patricias in
Sicily. An initiative of "Operation Husky, 2013" and supported by
the Regiment and the PPCLI Foundation;

(4)

2013 Regimental Awards. RM described criteria IAW Ch 5 of the
Regimental Manual. This year 13 Regimental awards were issued
with another four awaiting presentation and 1 nomination from
RHQ. RM nominated Cpl Robb for a Regimental Commendation
for his work as the Regimental Web Master and for his technical
expertise with software suites that led to the production of
professional quality imagery to support the PPCLI Kit Shop,
Museum gallery and the PPCLI Association. REC concuned with
the nomination. REC Approved, Unanimously.

h.

Pte Street Memorial Boards. Currently on display as the center piece of
the Afghan Memorial Vigil, AKA Op DISTINCTION, managed by DHH.
It is a two year event with numerous stops, to include CFB Edm, 11-17
Aug 2014. There may be scope to overlap with 100th activities. (RM)

i.

Hamilton Gault Memorial Park (HGMP). Renovations for the park have
been put on hold . CFB Edm has completed minor repairs and is prepared
to support funding for flowers etc for next summer. The wheeled vehicles
need attention. 1 PPCLI and RHQ soldiers maintain HGMP, when
possible.

J.

Intellectual Property. This is an RM responsibility who engaged on a
number of infractions over the past year with sp from DMPP.

k.

Cadets. 2276 RCAC have been formally affiliated with the Regiment and
the CO has invited an LO from 1 PPCLI to attend their badging parade in
Dec. CO2 PPCLI suggested that they be responsible for 2901 RCACC in
Estefan, SK. REC Agreed.

7. Guard Update. Col Minor is seeking the minutes from the last Guard meeting to
prepare for the next meeting. (RM) No points from the President of the Guard, at this
time.
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8. Association Update.
(1)

Mike Austal: The association estimated that 500 spectators joined I
PPCLI for Remembrance Day at Patricia Park. He explained potential
COAs to complete the memorial. There is still a $90K delta to be
addressed and he suggested that it could be split into thirds amongst the
serving component, the Association and Foundation. He cited an initial
promissory note from the Regiment to provide $30K to this project, which
has not been redeemed.

(2)

Discussion on the cost of maintenance and each additional phase of the
project. The Association has a line item in their budget for annual
maintenance. There is an agreement with the City of Edmonton for
grounds-keeping. The Association has incorporated anti-vandalism
features to protect the memorial.

(3)

Discussion on the details of Regimental financial support to the memorial
completion.

(4)

Motion: Verbal commitment from the Regiment to suppol1 the project's
completion prior to 10 Aug 2014. REC Approved, Unanimously.

(5)

Any subsequent decision will be based on consultation with the PPCLI
Foundation.

9.

Foundation Update. HHC will take place in partnership with Edmonton MFRC
for 50/50 split of funds. Scheduled dates are 23/24 May 2014 with a target goal of
$200K.

10.

New Business.
a.

Roll of Honour.
(1)

The Regimental Manual has no specific section or sub-section
defining or referring to the Roll of Honour. Nor is there any
criterion for adding names to the roll. The only reference to subj
item is in chap 3 sect 6, under 'Drum Major's Maces.'

(2)

In recent years non-Patricias, not attached to a Patricia BG, have
been added to our Roll of Honour. RHQ will review the Roll of
Honour and BPT amend as appropriate-fully acknowledging and
respecting the sensitive nature of the venture. Guard guidance is
required. (Guard/RM)

(3)

Recent additions to the Roll of Honour have included those who
died on operations, not just KIA.

(4)

It is recommended that there should be a specific section in the
Regimental Manual defining the Roll of Honour and the criterion
for adding names. REC approval for addition of names is
essential. Guard guid ance is required. (Guard/RM)
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b.

c.

(5)

AO: This will require Guard guidance before a change can be
made. The Chairman agreed and fostered discussion and
agreement in principles.

(6)

Discussion regarding the definition of a Patricia. This must be
defined in the Regimental Manual.

(7)

Chairman: Based on definition, he supports the inclusion of'Died
on Operations' and approval for addition to the Roll of Honour by
REC. The RM will draft the appropriate paragraph for the
Regimental Manual and this will be reviewed by the Guard. REC
Agreed in principle. (Guard/RM)

Museum Fees for Service.
(1)

Most museums charge for services such as research and imagery
provision/use. Currently, we do not charge fees.

(2)

Proposal: The PPCLI Museum and Archives charge
industry standard fees for Archival research and use of Regimental
images.

(3)

AO: Expressed concern over charging fees to Regimental
members.

(4)

RM: Explained that 1st hour ofresearch was free to meet our
mandate but it will reduce the non-regimental queries based on the
time required to source information.

(5)

Motion: The PPCLI Museum and Archives charge industry
rates for research to non-Regimental members. REC Agreed.
Approved. (RM)

Mess Kit.
(1)

In 2014 the CA will revert back to Stars and Crowns for officer
rank insignia. RHQ is seeking clarity on which style to choose
WRT Mess Kit: metal or bullion. The soon-to-be-issued Stars and
Crowns should be compatible with DEU and mess kit.

(2)

Chairman: Suggested we wait for CA direction prior to deciding
our pattern. RHQ can source colour. (RM)

(3)

AO: Awaiting direction so as to stock items in the kit shop.

(4)

Based on discussion it was agreed that gold/metal is preferred over
bullion. REC Agreed. However, subsequent direction has been
issued by the Army (CANFORGEN 194/13 051700Z Dec 13 CA
OFFICER (OFFR) MESS DRESS RANK (RK)) and the PPCLI
mess kit rank will be bullion, not metal.
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d.

e.

Frezenberg Painting Use.
(1)

Recently scanned to highest possible resolution, this has given us
the opportunity to create 1/1 vignettes of the painting, focussing on
specific themes.

(2)

Chairman: Interested in feedback and was concerned over
compromising the image. Understanding there is a market for the
complete image.

(3)

RM: If focused on specific themes based on leadership etc.

(4)

Chairman: In favour as it focuses on individual actions.

(5)

AO: suggested he use $2K in R&D funds for a trial run of images.

(6)

Chairman: Motion for a trial run of 3-4 sets of vignettes and 3 full
images is produced. REC Agreed. Approved (RM/AO)

PPCLI Re-Enactors.
(1)

Identified as 5 PPCLI in the 1994 Patrician. This group chose the
PPCLI based of our history, formation and national recruitment.
They have won a number of re-enactment awards. They have only
recently been back in contact with RHQ and have offered an article
for the Patrician 2013.

(2)

Discussion: REC not in favour of issuing a number similar to a
Bn. Concern was expressed over IP. It was noted that SW Ontario
Assn Branch has contact with this group. Further definition of this
group is required. RM will hold their Patrician 2013 submission
for now. REC Agreed. (RM)

f.

Laval Liberty IP Use. This school has a long connection to 3 PPCLI and
the CO requested that they be allowed to use our Intellectual Property as
part of their leadership program. The IP is not used to generate funds . CO
3 PPCLI will have special authority to monitor IP use. The relationship
will be cited in the Regimental Manual. REC Agreed, Approved. (RM)

g.

Broach Purchase for Association. Discussion was held over gifting a
Regimental Broach to a wife of a serving member for her efforts in
fundraising. It was agreed that another manner of recognition would be
appropriate such as a 1 CMBG Certificate of Appreciation as her efforts
were for soldiers in general and not Patricia specific.(CO 2PPCLI/RM)

h.

100th Rubber Stamp. General discussion to approve a Bn Stamp to
recognize our 100th anniversary. Battalions can purchase for unit and subunits. REC Agreed, Approved.

1.

Ticket Purchase for Frezenberg. 10 tickets for the STI battlefield tour to
Frezenberg in 2015 to be purchased using Regimental funds. Tickets will
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be used to bolster visibility of the 100th Commemoration and Esprit-decorps. Approved during the preceding budget discussion.

J.

MSAR. Service Dog Charity that supports soldiers dealing with PTSD.
In discussion it was suggested that the PPCLI Foundation link in with this
group based on the structure of the charity. Suggested free advertising in
the Patrician 2013 and the website. REC Agreed, Approved. (RM)

k.

Next REC Meeting. The date for the next meeting to be considered for
March 2014 or anytime prior to the 100th• May coincide with Change of
Command for 1 CMBG.

11.
Closing Remarks. Col Minor thanked the REC for the great work with
Regimental stewardship. Meeting adjourned at 1420hrs.
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